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ABSTRACT 

 

Studies performing a risk assessment of Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGRs) under seismic loadings 

are of importance for the extension of the plant’s lifespan. The core of the AGR reactor comprises 

thousands of interlocking graphite bricks, each of which has properties and dimensions that vary with 

time and for which there are some uncertainties. Among those uncertainties, the bricks are likely to crack 

and the time of cracking and subsequent morphology of the crack can vary. In order to understand as best 

as possible the behaviour of ageing nuclear graphite, and hence reduce the uncertainties, inspections and 

experiments are conducted and models are developed. In the same time, some statistical models are 

developed, which is the purpose of this paper. 

In this paper, a mechanical model of the whole core is presented. This model is developed in order to be 

able to take into account variable properties statistically, including the probability of bricks being cracked 

prior to the seismic event. The integrity of the core is determined by a number of criteria such as load, 

displacement and the straightness of the columns of bricks. A methodology coupling statistical tools and 

mechanical modelling finite-element (FE) methods has been developed to determine the distribution of 

kinematics of the inner core and, therefore, to assess the integrity of the inner core by consideration of 

different outputs. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this paper, the coupled use of a statistical analysis tool to a FE model of an AGR reactor core – 

composed of an interlocking array of different types of graphite bricks – to assess the behaviour of the 

whole core reactor under seismic conditions is conducted. Engineering models already exist and are used 

in a deterministic way to better understand the behaviour of a whole reactor under specific conditions: for 

instance ATKINS model GCORE (Kralj et al. 2007) models a half AGR reactor which has a specific and 

fixed state and studies its behaviour under seismic conditions. To assess the possibility of life extension of 

AGR reactor, more global knowledge is necessary to fully understand its behaviour. Indeed, parameters 

such as ageing, brick crack state, damage and brick configuration play important roles in the kinematics 

of the reactor core which can be considered as a highly non-linear impact problem. The idea is therefore 

to create a methodology to study the effect of their associated uncertainties and variability on the 

behaviour of the core. 
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Salome–Meca platform includes both a FE solver (Code_Aster) which can perform highly non-linear 

impact behaviour analyses under seismic loading and the statistical analysis tool OpenTurns (Dutfoy 

Lebrun and Pasanisi 2012). The FE model – GCOEUR – developed in Code_Aster is a 3-dimensional 

nonlinear finite element computational dynamics model of the inner core. Graphite bricks are modelled 

with a very high rigidity and interact with each other through the use of discrete elements with nonlinear 

impact behaviour. This model can be used to assess the seismic response of a single instance of the AGR 

inner core. Coupling the model with the statistical tool OpenTurns enables repeated instances to be 

sampled and the statistical distribution of behaviour to be determined.  

In this paper, the whole methodology, and more specifically the numerical model, along with a few 

examples of statistical analyses on different models including a full size half-core of 12 layers under a 10s 

seismic excitation are presented. The input variable associated with this initial statistical analysis is the 

configuration of doubly cracked bricks distributed randomly within the core. The statistical distributions 

of several outputs, including maximum displacements, are determined to enable the integrity of the core 

to be assessed. 

 

FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 

 

Brick Modelling  
 

The reactor core is mainly composed of three kinds of bricks which are keyed together to form the 

structure: the fuel bricks inside which the fuel is located, the keyed interstitial bricks inside which the 

control rods move. The interstitial bricks are located in the interstice created by four fuel bricks of the 

same plan. Unkeyed filler interstitial bricks are located between the keyed interstitial bricks to maintain 

them at the correct height.  

The model representation of each brick is composed of a certain number of nodes which is different for 

all three types of bricks. For each brick, the nodes are tied together by beam elements whose stiffness is 

supposed to be much higher than the impact stiffness. Most of the nodes are created to be linked to nodes 

belonging to a neighbouring brick, representing the keying system, while few nodes are created for post-

processing purpose. Mass is only defined at the central node corresponding to the gravity centre.  

 

 

Figure 1: Picture of AGR graphite brick (left) and the corresponding groups of nodes in FE model (right) 

 
In this study, random selections of fuel bricks are randomly cracked full depth and length along external 

radial keyways. Brick cracking is caused by the development of internal stresses as a result of differential 

dimensional changes generated by the action of fast irradiation on graphite. In the model presented here, 

only doubly crack bricks (DCB) are modelled, where the fuel brick is assumed to split into two parts. To 

model these doubly cracked bricks, nodes are duplicated and additional discrete elements are introduced 

in the model to represent contacts between the two half-bricks. The centre of mass of the two half-bricks 

are moved to their correct positions. In the model, there are four different potential orientations of the 

crack. 
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Key Modelling 

 

The interaction between the bricks representing the keying system is modelled with connector-type 

discrete elements. These discrete elements are defined to be a link between two nodes creating a wire-like 

element. 

 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the use direct contact and shear contact to model interation between AGR bricks 

 

Impact behaviour 

Two kinds of impact behaviour are taken into account to model the keying system: 

 Direct contact modelling to avoid node interpenetration (see Figure 2.a) with a bilinear horizontal 

stiffness. 

 Shear contact modelling corresponding to a tri-linear horizontal stiffness with a gap to model the 

key/keyway behaviour (see Figure 2.b). 

Direct contact is modelled by a simple spring type method: stiffness is set up only if nodes are 

interpenetrating regarding a specific direction.  

Impact behaviour for shear contact modelling is done in the same way as for the direct contact modelling 

except that this time two bilinear direct contact behaviours are combined in parallel to create a tri-linear 

law. 

 

Damping behaviour 

In Code_Aster there are several ways to introduce damping in the model. Damping behaviour can simply 

be modelled by using a damping coefficient parameter already implemented in the contact behaviour law. 

In that case, the damping coefficient is only effective when the impact condition is respected. It is also 

possible to keep this damping parameter always active, even when there is no contact. Alternatively, both 

types of damping can be introduced in the same time. Ideally, only the first kind of damping should be 

present in the model. However, the second type of damping may help the model to better converge. 

 

Boundary Conditions 
 

The input motion is an accelerogram derived from a hazard response spectrum for a probability of 

occurrence 10
-4

 per annum, in addition to the self-weight of the core. Different models have been 

developed: in some cases, only half of the layer is modelled, where symmetry conditions are also applied. 

While the inner bricks of the core are free to move, the peripheral bricks will have the movement of the 

input motion in the direction of the excitation and will be fixed in all other degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 3 gives an illustration of an intact half 12-layer core (without doubly cracked bricks) with 

simplified boundary conditions (constant acceleration, all peripheral bricks are fixed). As expected, the 

displacement is higher in the inner bricks. 

 

 

Figure 3: Intact full size 12-layer model submitted to constant acceleration. Colour code goes from dark 

blue (no relative displacement) to red (maximum relative displacement) 
 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

 

 Methodology 

 

As a first step a simple Monte-Carlo methodology was conceived to start the statistical analysis. The 

software OpenTurns was used to build the distribution of calculations. The inputs are generated randomly 

with LHS (Latin Hypercube Sampling) method responding to a normal law specific for each inputs. 

Outputs are post-processed in python after each Code_Aster simulations 

 

Statistical input parameters 

Here are listed the statistical input parameters to be taken into account as variables in the statistical 

analysis: 

 Distribution of the cracked bricks, for a given parameter D that represents the percentage of 

doubly cracked bricks. 

 Clearance or gap between the bricks to represent shrinkage due to ageing graphite. 

 Inertia matrix: 1 mass parameter m and 3 mass inertia parameters: Ixy, Ixz, Iyz to represent 

weight loss after many years of service. 

 

All the other parameters of the simulations – i.e. FE solver parameters and mechanical behaviour 

parameters – will first be considered as deterministic fixed values. 
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Statistical output parameters 

Here are listed the most important statistical output parameters to take into account: 

 Integrity of each interstitial column: calculation of the angle between two interstitial bricks 

originally set in the same column so to assure that the control rods can always be inserted. 

 Key disengaging distance: calculation of the length of the direct contact horizontal spring, in 

order to evaluate the possibility of key-keyway disengagement. 

 Normal forces in the different connectors. If the normal force of one connector reaches a 

maximum value, the associated keying system will be considered as damaged. 

 

Failure probability 

The failure probability associated with each model can be expressed in different ways: 

 Actual failure probability: we consider that each output parameter is tested and if it reaches 

a maximum threshold then failure is obtained. The failure probability for the i
th
 iteration Yi is 

then equal to 1 if failure, 0 otherwise. 

 Critical state: if an important number of variables is close to the maximum value (for 

example if at least 30% of the variables reaches 80% of the threshold value) then we consider 

that failure is obtained. The expression of the criteria should be therefore more complex. 

 

Metamodel: A Polynomial Chaos Approach 

 

Such a mechanical analysis required large memory and computational time. The time required for 

industrial models is estimated to be around 15 days CPU on High Performance Computers for each 

model. In that sense, the use of emulators would be advantageous. For example, the use of a polynomial 

chaos method as a metamodel is convenient because this kind of metamodel can create an emulator of the 

response from the results obtained after a distribution of simulations. The emulator is built by providing 

the inputs and corresponding outputs of each simulation to the algorithm as depicted in Figure 4 with little 

extra computational time. 

The use of a metamodel allows the emulation of the response of the statistical analysis after a sufficient 

number of iterations. After p iterations (with p<n) the results of the simulations will be directly evaluated 

using the metamodel. 

 

 

Figure 4: Description of the statistical analysis and emulation with polynomial chaos 

 

Note that the polynomial chaos approach can only be applied with quantifiable inputs. 
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Examples 

 

For development and validation purpose, several models have been created: namely a single layer model, 

an eight layer model, and eventually the 12-layer model. For these three models, a statistical analysis has 

been performed in order to test all parts of the methodology described in this paper. 

 

1-layer shaker table model 

Some experiments are currently being conducted on the University of Bristol shaking table (Dihoru et al 

2014 – See Figure 5). This device aims at imposing a variety of dynamic loadings, including simulated 

earthquakes, to an AGR-type array. The bricks are quarter scale plastic bricks for which the 

characteristics have been chosen in order to represent as closely as reasonably practical the behaviour of 

the AGR cores. Different experiments are performed, including experiments with one layer and up to 

eight layers, intact or containing doubly cracked bricks. Those experiments will be helpful for the 

validation of the models developed. 

 

  

Figure 5: Shaking table for seismic excitation of the quarter scale AGR-type arrays (Dihoru et al 2014) 

 

The first step of the development of the GCOEUR model aimed at replicating the one-layer shaker table. 

A distribution of 50 simulations on the shaking table model was performed with a 10
-5

 per annum 

probability of exceedance effective earthquake as an input motion. The statistical input parameter 

considered in these simulations was the gap between bricks (which follows a normal distribution with a 

mean value of 0.9 mm and a standard deviation of 0.3 mm). Even though it is not a critical input 

parameter for the model, it was chosen here because it enables the use of the emulation with polynomial 

chaos to be demonstrated. 

Maximum normal force vs. gap value is depicted in Figure 6. Determination of the failure probability is 

directly obtained from this result. If we choose the completely arbitrary value of 8.5N for the threshold 

force, the simple failure probability would be 13.2%. Wilks Quantile at 95% can also be calculated. In 

this case, it is equal to 8.7N which is 2.4% over the threshold value. On this basis, with this arbitrary 

threshold, the system would not meet the criterion. Probability of failure is 13.2% with a very large 

interval of confidence [4.1%, 22.3%], that is due to the low number of simulations. By applying the 

polynomial chaos emulation, this uncertainty can be considerably reduced at no extra computational cost. 
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Figure 6: Results of the statistical model for the one-layer shaker table model 

 

8-layer shaker table model 

 

Similarly to the one-layer model, an eight-layer model shaker table has been developed. A statistical 

analysis has been performed with a simple constant horizontal acceleration loading. The input parameter 

is the number of doubly cracked bricks (DCBs): a total of 30% of the bricks was specified to be doubly 

cracked and the distribution of these bricks was randomly generated within the core. A comparison 

between the intact case and one case with doubly cracked bricks is depicted in the Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Comparison of the relative displacements between the intact case (left) and one case with a 

random configuration of doubly cracked bricks (right) 

  

Maximum relative displacements are predicted to occur at the centre of the top layer. Also, relative 

displacements for the core with DCB are higher than for the intact case. The zone of high displacements 

spreads more widely for the core with DCB than that without DCB. The doubly cracked bricks contribute 

to increase the relative displacements within the core. It should be emphasized that the values presented 

here are for model development only and are not representative of actual displacements in AGR cores. 

 
For this analysis the output parameter is the distance between two bricks. The maximum fuel brick – fuel 

brick distance is presented in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Statistical analysis on an 8 layer core with simple horizontal constant acceleration. Maximum 

distance obtained for each model, in ascending order (left) and the associated density of probability (right) 

 
12-layer full size half AGR core 

A distribution of 200 simulations on the half-core model (12-layer full size) was performed with a 10
-4

 

per annum probability of exceedance earthquake as an input motion using the High Performance 

Computer facilities at EDF R&D. The statistical input parameter considered in these simulations is the 

distribution of the doubly cracked bricks. The statistical output parameter are: 

- The maximum normal force calculated in all discrete elements every 0.1 s. 

- The maximum distance between the discrete elements that are representative of distance between the 

different bricks. All types of contact have been separated (e.g.: fuel bricks – fuel brick contact, fuel brick 

– interstitial brick, fuel brick - doubly cracked fuel brick, …) every 0.1 s. 

- The maximum angle between two neighbour interstitial bricks at the end of the calculation. 

Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of the results for the maximum doubly cracked brick – interstitial brick 

distance in each model. Once again it should be emphasized that the values presented here are for model 

development only and are not representative of actual displacements in AGR cores. 
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Figure 9: Statistical analysis on a 12 layer half-core with seismic loading 

 

However, the use of this particular metamodel is currently not applicable for our industrial case at this 

stage. Indeed the most important input parameter in the model is the distribution of doubly cracked bricks 

inside the core, which is not an a priori quantifiable input and makes it impossible to use in the 

metamodel. Some work will be conducted in the coming years to try and numerically characterise critical 

configurations of cracked bricks, and thus be able to quantify the a priori the challenge of the 

configuration of cracked bricks. 
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This is the first time that such a statistical calculation is performed regarding the modelling of the whole 

core behaviour. Once validated and calibrated, G-Coeur should provide useful information, reducing 

uncertainties and providing a better understanding of the ageing AGR graphite core. 

 

In addition to this statistical analysis, a parametric study has been conducted on this 12-layer model in 

order to study the influence of the FE solver parameters (time steps, integration scheme, convergence 

criteria,…) and mechanical behaviour parameters (namely the damping) and provided useful information 

that will help in the validation phase and the development of further models. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

A quick review of the mechanical model for an AGR reactor core with its affiliated statistical analysis 

methodology has been presented. Both the chosen statistical analysis – based on a Monte Carlo type 

distribution of simulations – and the polynomial chaos metamodel – simulation demanding to build a 

reliable emulator of the response in case of a high number of statistical inputs/outputs – needs a lot of 

simulations to be reliable. The balance between optimisation of the CPU time and precision of the 

mechanical FE model is of importance. On a practical point of view, the aim is to perform from the 

optimised mechanical model as many useful calculations as possible regarding the available 

computational resources.  

The mechanical model will be enhanced by identifying the FE mechanical parameters – mainly the 

impact behaviour parameters – on the basis of conducted experiments on graphite. From the examples 

shown in this paper, enhancement will done by adding inputs and outputs in the statistical analysis, 

making the failure probability more complex and representative. 

This methodology should then allow evaluating the influence of the distribution of cracked bricks, and of 

other uncertainties and variability on the input parameters, on variability of the whole core behaviour. 
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